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Hello and thank you for joining me today. This is Kelly Barner: Managing Director of Buyers                
Meeting Point and the Director of Intelligence for Palambridge. First of all – there’s no need to                 
adjust your computer or your smartphone. You haven’t tuned into the wrong podcast. Phil              
Ideson is fine and will continue to release Art of Procurement podcasts as he has in the past. 
  
Phil and I have been working together more and more since early 2016: first to produce and                 
deliver The Procurement Revolution, then to found Palambridge, a virtual platform of            
procurement experts, technology, and intelligence created to provide a broad range of flexible,             
strategic, tailored solutions on-demand. I have also joined Phil as the co-editor of the Art of                
Procurement, and I’ve been helping behind the scenes to finalize his podcasts and their              
supporting content. 
  
Going through that process made me start to think about my own podcast, one that has been                 
hosted on Blog Talk Radio for the last two years. Before that, I released a weekly podcast on                  
Jon Hansen’s Blog Talk Radio channel every Monday for four years. I love podcasting, but for                
me it has always been secondary to my writing. That makes it hard to grow my audience or                  
publicize each episode in the way it deserves. 
  
One Saturday morning as I was working from my kitchen table while Skyping with Phil (which is                 
– believe it or not – how I spend most Saturdays) I had a flash of inspiration. Why didn’t I fold                     
my podcast into the Art of Procurement? Phil instantly agreed and we’ve been working to port                
my former content over to AOP and bring my audio capabilities into line with Phil’s for the last                  
month or so. Today marks the official changeover – BMP Radio now has its new home on the                  
Art of Procurement Network. 
  
This is a great crossover opportunity: I’ll have a chance to share my content with the existing                 
AOP network and Phil’s listeners will get to meet my guests, most of which are authors,                
academics, and thought leaders. Phil and I share a progressive philosophy and vision for the               
role that procurement should play in competitive enterprises, and bringing our podcasts together             
increases the voices we can bring to a like-minded audience. 
  
To everyone who is meeting me for the first time – thank you in advance for listening to my                   
podcasts and welcoming my guests into your network. They will include informal but informative              
discussions on the topics most pressing to procurement and supply chain professionals as well              
as the monthly additional comments I offer up in my role as the Business Survey Chair for the                  
ISM-New York Report on Business. 
  
I’m thrilled that BMP Radio has arrived at our new home on AOP. This is the next phase in what                    
has been a very exciting journey to date. Please feel free to share the good news as well as my  
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podcasts with anyone from your network that you feel would benefit from the information and               
ideas they contain. And please, enjoy the rest of your day. 
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